
the way
you want it



Ideal Legno creates wooden floors
just the way you want them...

Find your ideal parquet among our collections.
Enter and explore the unique world of our wooden floors. 
You will find modern lines, parquet inspired by tradition, the purity 
of wood and the creativity of our creations.

Let your creativity inspire you, let your dream guide you. 
Browse through the nuances of our finishes and find your ideal 
parquet based on the color you prefer.

the way
you want it
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Quadrotta Foscarini Rossi Teak / Time Collection

With Ideal Legno the pleasure of living
in harmony with the environment.

Living its own home in a natural way: that’s how Ideal Legno 
think about you and your family. Nature is the inspiration with 
which the flooring are conceived and designed. The wood, 
choosen with care and respecting the human being as well as 
the nature, allows you to live your spaces in full well-being, 
involving all the senses.

The real respect for nature also passes through the selection 
of raw materials and finishing treatments, as well as through 
their origin.

To always be in harmony with nature.

Natural
the way you want it
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Quadrotta Pisani Fumè / Life Collection

Cozy
the way you want it
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Briccole / Memory Collection Selva / Identity Collection

With Ideal Legno you can choose 
among 70 exclusive shades.

Your style, your needs, your desires: our floorings meet the 
trends and the tastes of our clients. To choose a well made 
product and at the same time matching it to your own aesthetic 
taste, is one of our main goals.

The Ideal Legno’s floorings present modern collections, but 
allows you also to range among the woods of the tradition, with 
original species and finishes. A continuous research in order to 
offer you a huge variety: the possibility to choose is not just a 
luxury, but instead a real freedom.

Creative
the way you want it
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Chantilly / Mind Collection

Pattern Eiffel Ice Cream / Mind Collection

Crema / Mind Collection Londra / Mind Collection

Corda / Life Collection

Elegant
the way you want it
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Pattern Matisse Provenza / Identity Collection Pattern Eiffel Miele / Life Collection

Our wooden floorings are designed 
with exclusive projects.

It is in our dreams that the bigger and most ambitious projects 
transform themselves in unique ideas. Ideal Legno proposes 
also unusual patterns, which are suitable to different installation 
solutions, creating exclusive geometrical games.
An idea that can take place in any room of your house, with 
the warmth of the wood and the most advanced techniques, 
together with the competent hand of professional installers.
The touch of originality given by the symmetries is intensified 
by the wood species selected for you.

Original
the way you want it
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Noce Nazionale piallato / Time Collection

Harmonious
the way you want it
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Ciliegio / Life Collection Noce Americano / Time Collection

The safety of the raw materials used is 
100% Made in Italy certified and guaranteed.

Choosing an Ideal Legno’s wooden flooring you decided to bring in 
your home the certified quality of a product realized with the highest 
care, and conceived to last over time and to accompany you for a 
lifetime.

This certificate guarantee that our products are made in compliance 
with all the requirements imposed by the Institute for the Italian 
Manufacturer Association in their 100% Original Italian Quality System:
- Entirely made in Italy
- Made with Italian components
- Made with natural top quality materials
- Made according to the company’s exclusive styles and designs
- Made according to the typical Italian craftsmanships and traditions

Resistant
the way you want it
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Quadrotta Pisani Noce Nazionale / Time Collection

Pattern Montmatre Capri / Spirit Collection

Cuoio / Life Collection Quadrotta Versaille Rovere / Life Collection

Caffè / Life Collection

Refined
the way you want it
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Ice Cream piallato / Mind Collection

A 100% Italian wooden floor, manufactured 
with care and handcrafted passion.

Marigo’s brothers founded Ideal Legno with the aim to create 
not simply a beautiful wooden flooring, but overall a well-
finished product, produced with a meticulously attention to the 
detail and the knowing experience of the woods’ artisans.
The products are processed and finished by real woods’ 
professionals: every detail is guaranteed by the Made in Italy, a 
constant responsibility, seriously taken by the company in order 
to offer you unique surfaces for your homes.
And after 40 years it is the whole Marigo’s family to continue 
with passion and professionalism the business offering quality 
wooden floorings, those that allowed them to become leader in 
the engineered wooden flooring manufacturing.

Genuine
the way you want it
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Appia / Spirit Collection

Briccole / Memory Collection

Colli / Soul Collection

Tabacco / Life Collection

Rum / Life Collection

Essential
the way you want it
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Pinot Grigio / Mind Collection

TAVOLE 3 LAYERS LISTONI 2 LAYERS

TAVOLA 140 - 170 - 200
Width
140 - 170 - 200 mm

Length
1200 / 2400 mm

Thickness
16 mm

LISTONE 170
Width
170 mm

Length
1200 / 2000 mm

Thickness
11 mm

PLANK 140 - 170 - 200
Width
140 - 170 - 200 mm

Length
1200 / 2400 mm

Thickness
14 mm

PLANK 250
Width
240 / 250 mm

Length
1200 / 2400 mm

Thickness
14 mm

You can see and you can feel the care and attention we use when we work.

Every single plank originates from the research and selection of the best raw materials. 
Every wooden flooring is constructed with handcrafted quality and attention to details, in order that joints and finishes may always be perfectly done.
Every flooring is Made in Italy certified and complies with strict quality controls, that guarantee their strength and durability.

Unique
the way you want it
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CAPRI

AGRIGENTO

CINQUE TERRE

APPIA

CORTINA

ARTICO

MAREMMA

POMPEI

SALE E PEPE

VALLE

VILLE DEL BRENTA

EARL GREY

LIDO

CHIANTI

NATURALE

CILIEGIO

CORDA

BARRIQUE

COGNAC

CAFFÈ

H2O

MIELE

RUM

SBIANCATO

TABACCO

VECCHIO NOCE

CUOIO

FUMÈ

ACERO CANADESE

AFRORMOSIA

CILIEGIO AMERICANO

NOCE NAZIONALE

NOCE AMERICANO

OLMO AMERICANO

TEAK

WENGÉ

DOUSSIÉ

IROKO

CANSIGLIO

CARINZIA

NEVEGAL

SIBERIA

BORGO

TROPEA

TWIGA

COLLI

BRICCOLE ROVERE
THERMO 130

ROVERE
THERMO 160VECCHIE TRAVI

CASTELLI ROMANI

CREMA

CAFFELATTE

CHANTILLY

CAPPUCCINO

LONDRA

LIQUIRIZIA

PANNA

PINOT GRIGIO

ICE CREAM

LATTE

MALVASIA

CASCINA

CONTEA

CHALET

MASO

PROVENZA

SELVA

VECCHIA BAITA

ABETE ARSENALE

OLMO ARSENALE

ONTANO ARSENALE

ROVERE ARSENALE 

ROVERE ARSENALE SPAZZOLATO

The variety and wealth of our wooden 
floorings’ collections, allow you to easily find, 
among wood species and finishes, the one 
suitable for every room of your home. Ideal 
Legno proposes modern lines with innovative 
colors, winking at new trends but remaining 
anchored to the great classics. It proposes the 
big Oak and Larch planks again, but without 
forgetting the beauty of the exotics. Discover 
with our collections other good reasons why 
to choose our floor coverings.

More 
than 70 
exclusives 
shades.

With our range of colors 
and wood species,

you can realize every project you have.

Find out more at:
www.ideal-legno.com

TIME
COLLECTION

WOOD SPECIES

SOUL
COLLECTION

LARCH

MEMORY
COLLECTION

WOOD SPECIES

THERMO
COLLECTION

OAK

IDENTITY
COLLECTION

OAK

SPIRIT
COLLECTION

OAK

LIFE
COLLECTION

OAK

MIND
COLLECTION

OAK
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Ideal Legno s.r.l.
Via Dante Alighieri, 24 - Loc. Premaore

30010 Camponogara (Venezia) Italia 
Tel. +39 041 5150520
Fax +39 041 5158133

Export Department
Tel. +39 041 5158128
Fax +39 041 5158133

info@ideal-legno.com
www.ideal-legno.com
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